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FIRST STEP TAKEN TOWARD GYMNASIUM;
ATHLETIC BALL FRIDAY TREAT FOR ALL;
EPISCOPAL CLUB
RENDERS PAGEANT FIELD HOUSE TO IE BUILT BY NEXT SEASON
CLEMSON JUNGALEERS TO FURNISH
IC
Many Girls Placed on Lists', and
Plans Made for Financing First
Scenes During Christ's Life
More Expected—Purple and
"THE GHOST BIRD"
of Buildings to Constitute
Presented by Members of
SEROT, STEARNS LAID
God to Be Main Color
Gym Group
Episcopal Club
Scheme
TO BE GIVEN BY CLUB Last Wednesday e.'ening, March 1% CEMETERY HILL For a long time the faculty, AthThe dancing contingent have a
treat in store for them in the Athletic Ball, planned by the Block C
Club for Friday night, March 22.
Quite a large number of girls will
be present, as the dance list already
contains the names of nearly a hundred girls. Many of the girls' colleges will be having sproing holidays
at this time, and this will enable a
great many to be there who could
not otherwise be present. Many
girls from Clemson will be at home
for these holidays, and will be guests
of the cadets at this dance.
The reception committee has been
busy placing the large number of
girls. (Editor's note: The cadets
who are having girls can greatly assist this committee by going to their
hostess and telling her now if their
bid is coming. The cadets should
also see to it that their hostess Is
not unduly overburdened with entertaining their guest. The dance
would be much better, and .the hostess would begreatly relieved if the
cadet would call for his "date" before eleven o'clock. An hour or so
of good music ii always wasted before the dance actually gets under
way.)
The decoration committee has
been hard at work, turning the big
gym into a lovely ball room. The
main color scheme is to be purple
and gold, the college colors. This
always makes a beautiful color combination, and as these colors have
not been used for a single dance
this year, the decorations should
be quite beautiful. A large block
' C", with a light behind it, will
swing overhead. Silhouette figures
of athletes in action will be used
about the walls of the gym. J. IT,
Caughman is the architect for the
committee and is drawing these silhouettes.
The music will be furnished by
Clemson's own Jungaleers. These
boys are plenty hot, and as good
as any orchestra Clemson has had
at the dances this year. If you doubt
this, go .to the dance Friday night
and be convinced.
All told, this promises to be one
genuinely good hop. The Athletic
Ball la always one of the best dances
of the year, and the coining dance
bids fair to eclipse them all.

TWO OFFICERS PROMOTED TO CAPTAINCIE
Lieutenants Johnson and Balcar Receive Notice of Promotion
First Lieutenants P. G. Balcar
and R. W. Johnson Monday received
notice of promotion from First
Lieutenants to Captains. Their pro
motion took effect March 10, 1929,
They were administered the oath
Mionday afternoon by Captain Jeffries, the adjutant.
Captains Balcar and Johnson will
still be on duty here until the end
of school. They do not know their
destination as yet, but they are most
certain of going to some training
school before they are assigned to
further duty.

Dramatics Club to Present Mys- 13,, the Episcopal Club, under the
capable direction of Reverend Capers
tery Comedy in Four Acts
Satterlee and Mrs. HoKe Sloan, rendThe Dramatics Club will give a ered one of the most interesting
play in the college chapel on Thurs- pageants of the season.
About the first of February it was
day evening, March 21. The play,
"The Ghost Bird", is a mystery decided by the various young peocomedy in four acts. This comedy ple's organizations of the campus
promises laughs for everyone and a that a union meeting would be held
once a month with ai> appointed orlasting impression.
The cast cf the play is as fol- ganization. The union meeting for
lows: Cadets Jodie Hawkins, Fred the last month was reLl with the B
Rush. Cecil King, S. E. Whitten. Y. P. U.; next month it will be held
Jules Robertson, "Racket" Partridge with the Epworth League. Howevei,
and Ed. Mathis. Campus girls in- this month the various organizacluded in the cast of the play are: tions of the campus had the pleasure
Miss Ammie Felder, Miss ' Tootale" of attending a pageant given by the
Mills and Miss Emma Major. Mrs. Episcopal Club.
The pageant, which consisted of
B,en Bleckley is directing the proscenes of Christ's time, was conductduction of the play.
"The Ghcst Bird" is written ed by the appointed president, Cadet
by Neil E. Schaffeur and is pre- F. W. Lachicotte. The effectiveness
sented by special permission of T. of the pageant was caried out by
S. Dennison and Company, Dramatic the alternate singing by the audience. Through the kind generosPublishers.
The club is considering taking in ity of the girls of the different orsome new members at a very early ganizations of the campus- this prodate. This is an excellent chance gram was made possible.
The cast was as - forv.ws: Misses
to become familiarized with the
work that the Dramatic Club is Rosa Evans,, Jane Earle, Hattie B.
doing. An admission of 2 5 cents Robinson, Ethelyn Mitchell, Marv
will be charged cadets and 3 5 Munson, Athelyn Munson, Frances
cents wil be charged campus people Earle, Margaret McCollum, and EveImmediately after the dress re- lyn McCollum; and cadets Johnnie
hersal on Wednesday evening, Mrs. Rogers, F. B. Farr, F. Y. Mercer,
W. H. Mauldin, E,. E. B. Snowden,
Bleckley will entertain the cast.
Fred Ducker and Phillip Porcher.
Those who helped to get the program up were as follows: Tom
Webb, Joel Weston, P. B. Cohen,
L. A. Bruce, and W. M. Barnwell.

NEW UNIFORM ADOPTED
TRUSTEE BOA
Uniform to be of Gray
Barathea

The new uniform which lias been
adopted at Clemson to take the
place of the O. D. —or kakhi—will be gray. The coat will have a
rolled collar and the same buttons
and collar ornaments which are
being used at present.
The insignia indicating rank will be
changed from the present system to
ths regulation chevrons used at
West Point and other leading military colleges for the non-coms.' bu*
the insignia to be used by the officers will be the same as here-to-fore.
The trousers will be gray with a
black stripe running down the
outside of the leg.
For dress
wear,
white
cross belts
will
be substituted for the black dress
belt, when the corps has changed
to the new uniform completely.
White duck trousers will be
worn for dress when the weather
is warm enough.
The material from which the uniform is to be made is the new
Barathea texture. It has decidedly
better wearing qualities than the
material used in making the present
■gray dress trousers, and it makes
a much better looking uniform than
the other material would.
The freshmen next year will have
to equip themselves with the complete new uniform, but upperclassmen will be required tr. have only
the gray trousers, gray shirts, and
gray caps. The following year, however, all cadets will be required to
have a complete gray uniform.

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
"Mutt" Gee, Clemson's Athletic
Director, has announced a revised
baseball schedule which includes a
total of 31 games, 13 of which are
to 'be played at home. There are
fourteen games scheduled with state
colleges, and ten conference games.
The schedule starts March 22 and
ends May 11 with a game scheduled
for nearly every week day in between.
Date
Team
Place
March 23 Georgia
Athens
March 27 Greenville
Greenville
(S. A. L.)
March 28 Greenville
Greenville
March 30 Erskine
Clemson
April
1 South Carolina Clemson
April
3 Wofford
Spartanburg
April
5 Georgia
Clemson
April
6 Georgia
Clemson
April 10 Michigan
Clemson
April 11 Georgia Tech
Atlanta
April 15 Auburn
Auburn
April 16 Auburn
Auburn
April 17 Oglethorpe
Atlanta
April 18 Oglethorpe
Atlanta
April 20 Furman
Greenville
April 23 Newberry
Clemson
April 24 P. C.
Clemson
April 25 Wofford
Clemson
April 27 Furman
Clemsop.
April 30 Oglethorpe
Clemson
May
1 Oglethorpe
Clemson
May
3 Erskine
Due West
May
6 Citadel
Clemson
May
7 P. C.
Clinton
May
8 Newberry
Newberry
May
9 Carolina
Columbia
May 10 Stupmy Banks
Bamberg
May 11 Citadel
Charleston

Clemson Attache Buried With
Military Ceremony
Sergeant Stearns was given a military funeral yesterday at 4:30. The
funeral procession formed in iront
of the main building in the following order:
band, escort, clergy,
hearse, mourners, members of the
deceased's command, and the cade)corps. The pall-bearers were volunteers from the first battalion, as
Sergeant. Stearns was assistant instructor for the first battalion. The
pallbearers were as follows: M. B,.
Richardson, J. N. Davis, D. B. Sherman,, W. T. Rose, R. A Lawson, and
B. K. Thompson. Ths escort, also
x volunteer section of two squads
was commanded by J. B. Bavil.
The funeral services were held at
the grave by the Rev. G. H. Hodges,
pastor of the Methodist church.
Following the funeral services a volley was fired by the escort and immediately after, Taps was blown over
the grave.
By order of President Sikes there
were no classes after 4:00, tc enable
the cadet corps to be present at the
funeral.
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RMORfGAL PRELIM.

Purpose to Select Speaker to
Represent Clemson

letic Department, Civil Engineers
and Architects here have been cooperating in formulating plans for
the development of ample facilities
for athletics at Clemson.
The
around available for such purposes
extends from the laundry building
to the highway, and from the Y. M.
C. A to the Seneca river. Plans
have ben made to have situated iu
this area a modern football stadium,
an out-door lake, an eighteen hole
golf course, track field, and baseball
diamond. Much of this has already
been accomplished.
However, the most pertinent need
at Clemson in athletics now, is a
new gymnasium. The need of an
adequately equipped building of
this type has increased so phenominaly in the last few years that the
situation has become acute.
The
old building is entirely inadequate.
So plans have been drawn for a
new building which when erected
will be located on the high knoll just
below the present football field. lf
will have three main divisions. The
first division will be a memorial
feature dedicated to the Alumni. Oa
the first floor there will be a spacious lobby in which class pictures,
and .the pictures of the various
teams will be displayedOn the
second floor of this section will be
ample showers and accommodations
for visiting teams. In the second
section will bs thj gymnaiium proper, with facilities for corrective exercise, a full size basketball court.
, alleries and an orchestra niche. This
section will also be used for the
dances from time to time.
The
third section will be a Field House,
and will have a regulation basketball court for inter-collegiate games,
three practice courts, and an indoor dirt track and basball diamond. It will seat 4,000, in addition to having plenty of gallery
space for future expansion.
The third section of this gymnasium, or the Field House, is to bo
erected next summer if present plans
are realized.
Definite action was
taken some time ago when the Senior Council discused the matter,
and through Cadet D. P, Sherman
had their plan presented to the
Corps. According to this plan, the
Field House is to be erected in time
for next year's use. The expenses
will be borne entirely by the student
body, and is to extend over a period
of ten years. A certain additional
amount will be added to the regular
athletic fee each year. This amount
will completely finance this section,
including both the principal and the
interest. Incidentally this extra sum
is lees than the saving on next year's
uniform, so that after all it will not
raise the quarterly payments any.
The Corps unanimously adopted
the plan.

The annual preliminary oratorical
contest will <be held here April 5
for the purpose of selecting a speaker to represent Clemson in the
thirty-first South Carolina Intercollegiate Oratorical contest. All ihe
male colleges of South Carolina will
have speakers to enter the State
contest which will be held the night
of April 2 6 either in Columbia or
in Rock Hill.
A large number of cadets, hoping
to be able to represent Clemson
have already prepared their speeches
for the preliminary. However, still
it is not too late to enter if you
see Dr. Daniel within the next few
days. F. B. Farr, Clemson's representative last year, was easily winner of the coveted first honor. Besides winning the highest honor and
a sixty-dollar medal for himself, he
won renown for his Alma Mater.
Each year the college winning firsf
honor receives the lovely Sylvan Cup
which is now in the possession of
Clemson. And it is our earnest desire to win again this year, for the
college that wins three years, not
necessarily in succession, will receive the cup as a permanent posfession.
Much interest is always aroused
throughout the state for this annual affair. This year the orations
All who joy would win
will not have to be submitted In
Must share it—
written form before the contest as
Happiness was born a twin.
was necessary last year. The quality
Byron
of the speech and the person's delivery will be the two factors upon
"The men who get most done are
which the judges will base their de- quiet workers."
cision. The oration must be original
and must not contain over two
Don't talk about abilities. Demonstrate them.
(Continued on page 5)
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one concerned. It is not many months before almost every
employer can recognize the weak and broken threads in the
pattern which the college man has handed him, even though
he may not be able to correct the flaws. When the finished
product meets the wear and tear of life with hundreds of
threads in it which have failed to fill the space alloted to them,
it bursts asunder to take a secondary place among the other
pieces of cloth as far as utility is concerned.
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON'
It is not enough to just read your text-books. Study* them.
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college Determine whether or not the author has a definite right to
tension, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
publish the sentences and say what he has said. Question the
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College,
veracity
of each statement. Thereby, you will furnish food
Booth Carolina.
for the brain that reading a lesson cannot furnish. It is the
college man that has learned to use the facts he has gained in
BBBHEEa^ttlrt>a«IM>iraMttl>d>ad>d^^
H applying them to some new problem or axiom that succeeds in
EDITORIAL STAFF
life. You have failed to grasp the true meaning of a college
education if you are going from class to class only developing
Editor-in-Chief
H. W. DORSET
L. T. LEITNER, JR
Associate Editor
/our powers to read and not your powers to think and think
G. W. 9ACKMAN
Associate Editor
clearly and logically along a definite channel of reasoning.
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EDITORIAL
The first conception almost every young man has when he
enters a college is that it is another institution where the professors, instead of teachers, will cram his head with even more
facts than he has carried away from his high school. He almost
expects to memorize in the neighborhood of twenty books from
cover to cover thinking this will pave his way to a glorious success in whatever vocation he may choose to follow. In the
majority of cases he fails to grasp the true meaning of a college education even after he has sacrificed four of the best
years of his life along with the money he might hav eearned
during that period. He may even meet classes for! thirty six
months and read the subject matter for each day's assignment
and still never fully realize that he is primarily spinning hundreds of little threads which should eventually find their way
iinto one large pattern. At the conarols of this machine, whose
purpose it is to turn out a masterpiece, are experts who are
watching each strand as it finds its way into the finished product. We will admit that any college graduate has a more
cheerful outlook on life and that he has a better chance in life
than most boys, but never the less if he never learns to think he
has missed a splendid opportunity that will never return.
Just the other day Henry Ford expressed his opinion of the
college and the man by saying, in substance, that too many
students merely read the black and white of a text-book without learning how to come to a definite conclusion by applying
these facts to the problems that confront the men of today.
He says the field is unlimited for the man who will think thru
his stumbling blocks that were covered by his books and professors. Undoubtedly this man has made a decided success of
every project he has underwritten. He talks from actual experience in one of America's greatest industries. Is it not
worthwhile thinking about the statements he has made and
accepting the advice of one who has met untold problems.
If the boy who is to be the man of tomorrw will only regard
his every college activity, every sentence in his text-books,
and every operation in the laboratories, as simple threads in
what is to be a masterpiece; at the end of four years he will
step into the business world and into life proper with a pattern
which will stand the daily storms and meet the demands for
true success because there are no weak or broken threads in
its make-up. True success may be defined as giving the world
something useful which it did not have before. Few of us will
pay the price of success, all because we will not think for ourselves and be ourselves, as well as have confidence in every
thing we do from day to day.
Numerous faulty threads can destroy the utility of a weave.
When the college man fails to concentrate on the things he
reads and the problems he endeavors to solve he is breaking
threads in his pattern, greatly diminishing its value to every
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"THIRSTY FIBERS"
SHOWN TEXTILE STUDES
Parks-Cramer
Film
Shows
Actual Running Conditions
in Plant
A motion picture film entitled
"Thirsty Fibers" was shown to all
the Textile students on Thursday
morning from eleven to twelve..
The picture was shown in the ' Y"
auditorium, and it gave those who
saw it some valuable information
as to the necessity of having a
uniform amount of moisture present
in the atmosphere of a cotton mill
at all times.
The picture was made by ParksCramer Co., and is to be shown in
many places by this company. All
the scenes are of actual running
condition^ in the average cotton
mill. The picture covered the entire mill, and proved why the cotton
must have moisture from the time
it leaves the bale of raw product
until it becomes a finished piece of
cloth.
Mr. Selden, a representative of
Parks-Cramer Company, gave a
short talk before the picture, and
immediately after the picture he
answered any of the questions which
had arisen in the minds of the
students as a result of the picture.
Mr. Selden emphasized the fact that
the picture is not used as an advertising scheme, but is shown for
the benefit of those who are interested in developing the Textile
Industry.
The Clemson students appreciate
the fact that they have the opportunity of seeing these pictures,
such pictures not only furnish valuable information, but help to familiarize the students with the
modern developments in their respective fields.

The actions and attitude of visitors to our campus, and even
some of the members of the faculty, at retreat is regrettable.
There may have been cases in which a cadet, either in uniform
or "cits", stood idly by, hands in pockets, hat on head, smoking,
rhile the National Anthem or Call to Colors was being played
at retreat, but they have never come to our notice.
These actions have been altogether too frequently noticeable
in visitors of late, on almost any day at retreat, particularly on
Sundays. Nor are the men the only offenders. The ladies and
men sit in automobiles about the small parade ground laughing and talking boisterously during this ceremony, when they
should be standing at attention, the men uncovered.
This attitude may be due in part to ignorance, and in part
to indifference, but neither seems any excuse to us. It is hard
to understand how any American citizen could be ignorant of
his duty when the National Anthem is being played. It may
be different when the Call to Colors is being blown, because
there are those who do not recognize the bugle calls, but even
then, they should observe the actions of others about them,
when the flag is being lowered. Those cadets who are not in
ranks, and are accompanied by visitors should not hesitate to
tell their* friends of their duty. The cadet should be proud to
do this.
In our opinion, however the most inexcusable offenders are
those who live about the campus in daily contact with the caThe giddy girl I do despise
dets, and should know the customs. Our only advice to them
Who teases me and later cries.
is that if they are too lazy or indifferent to do what is proper
in showing their respect to their country and flag as AmeriShe—Sir I'd gladly have you know
can citizens, then they should make it a point to stay away from I'm a home girl!
the area of the small parade grounds during retreat. Ihey are
He—'Well, let's do a little homean eye-sore to every cadet.
work.
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JUST ARRIVED
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
EASTER CARDS

NORRIS & WHITMANS
CANDIES
SPECIAL EASTER ROXES
ALSO

LEFAX AND OTHER LOOSE LEAF NOTE ROOKS
COLLEGE TEXT ROOKS
OPEN SUNDAYS

L C. Martin Drug Co., Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
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KNOWLEDGE
DEEPENS
GION'S MYSTERY

PA.QM
RELI-

i*

LET ME TAKE YOUR MEASURE
MADE BY LAMM & GO.

In modern thought and life there
are
many
distinguishable
forces
FOR YOUR
which tend to despoil us of reverence, said the Rev. Harry Emerson
NEXT SUIT
Fosdick. For one thing, he pointed
Twenty-five years experience in measuring for tailout, the spirit of wonder and revor-made
clothing, assures you a satisfactory fit.
erence is spoiled by the prevailing
Just
received
a new shipment of Mallory Hats,
idea that science is explaining eveFlorsheim, Walk Over, and "Friendly Five" Shoes.
rything and that one by one the
General line of Gent's Furnishings at Money-saving
mysteries are fading away.
"But to some of us," he said,
prices. My goods are standard and my prices are
' it seems as if this is a stranger |
lower than other stores.
world than it used to be and that
Come down and look them over.
modern knowledge does not tend
so much to decrease as to deepen
the mystery. The sky doubtless was
strange enough in those old days
when they thought is was a solid
firmament, but now, when we know
that .there isn't any sky at all, just "^!$gjgTi3BgCT>3XP3>a*qxDa»D<ixmix^
what do you mean by science decreasing the mystery?
And when one turns from the
physical to the spiritual, to this
most mysterious part of all: our
race with its moral struggles, its
spiritual aspirations, its hunger and
thirst after righteousness, its cry
that it is restless until it rests in
God, a man without reverence has
lost all grace of insight.
The new College Neckwear on display at
"Some people think that it wouid
be strange to live after death. The
real fact is that it is so strange that
we are alive now that it would be
an inconsiderable addition to the
mystery to keep on being alive."
The spirit of wonder and reverence in modern life is further
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VESPER SERVICE
An added attraction to the regular Sunday Evening Vesper Service
last Sunday night was special music by a quartet made up of four of
the cadets.
After the special music, MT. Cox, a member of the
Furman
University
faculty,
addressed the students and campus
people who were present.
Mr Cox
opened his talk by asking the following question: How many of you
here tonight were born South Carolina?
The majority of the cadets
raised their hands in answer to the
the question.
Mr. Cox went on to
say that he had traced a certain
class which graduated form Furman many years ago.
"Sixty to
seventy percent of the members of
this class", stated Mr. Cox, ' are
still in South Carolina after a lapse
of 25 years."
Mr. Cox continued by asking the
cadets to think over the question
"What doest thou at Clemson?"
It used to be thought that the
Teason a boy or girl desired to go
to college was to obtain a passport into society.
It has also been
-suggested that a great many boys
go to college because of a desire
to try to become a great athlete
and thus get their pictures in the
papers.
"As long as this is a
boy's reason for going to college,"
says Mr. Cox, ' he will not be likely
to make a success in life."
Experience has shown that those who
make good in college usually make
good in life.
The speaker stated that Soutn
Carolina is rising from its low position among the United States because of the fact that we are beginning to see the need for obtaining
a college education.
In order to,
■rise from our low position, we, the
people of South Carolina, wil have to
recognize our superiority over other
people.
Mr. Cox closed his talk by saying that he saw no reason in the
world why some of the cadets at
Clemson should not make a Governor of South Carolina or maybe
some of the best Reresentatives in
the state in time to come.
YEAR'S
CABINET
SELECTED
AfteT a great deal of consideration
and time, the men for year's cabinet were selected.
L. O. Clayton,
our new "Y" president, asken that
each member of the Sophomore
Council, and that each member of
the old Cabinet turn in to him
a list of names of some boys whom
.they thought would make good cabinet men.
These lists were turned
in, and with the help of the "Y"
secretries and of D. C. Hudgens and
J. S. Carpenter the following men
were selected as chairmen of the
committees after which their names
appear:
Conference
L. O. Clayton
Social
D. C. Turrentine
Evening Watch
G. H. Wise
Gospel Teams
D. C. Hudgens
Publicity
C. V. Rentz
Religious
J. S. Carpenter
Boys' Work
G. F. Kirchner
Church Relationship's
W. H. McLeod
New Students
R. C. Wiggins
Bible Study
E. C. Byrd

We are blind
until we
396
that, in the human plan, nothing is
worth the making if it doesn't make
the man.
ROCKEFELLER GIVES AID
Americans increased their giving
to philanthropic causes during 1928
by more than one hundred million dollars over the previous high
mark set in 1927, says the "Christ
ian Century". As nearly as the figures can be gathered, it appears that
the charitable gifts of the year just
closed totaled at least $2,330,600,000.
Of this huge sum, the largest part
went to the work of religious denominations, as has always been the
case in the past, but gifts to organized charity and the educational
foundations and institutions are increasing yearly, and bid fair to take
the leadership within a few years.
Among the notable single gilts
of 192 8 were Mr. Payne Whitney's
bequest of more than $45,000,000
to hospitals, libraries and universities.
Mr. Whitney also created a
trust fund for nearly $26,000,000
which is to be used, both principal
and interest, at the judgment of
its trustees, for charitable and educational purposes.
Another man who has done a
great deal of work along this line
is John D. Rockefeller, Jr. It was
due to Mr. Rockefeller's generosity
that the YMCA here at Clemson was
built.
Taken as a whole, America's men
of wealth are learning how to give
away their money intelligently ana
helpfully.
As the tendency increases, however, to create foundations with immense capital resources, in order to spread the
gifts out over an indefinite period,
the question as to the moral responsibility of these charitable coiporations to the sources of their
wealth is bound .to become more
and more acute.
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"Judge" Keller

1

Marriage, says Aunt Hematite, is
getting to "be over-much a game oi
doubles and quits.
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Varsity Satin

HOKE SLOAN'S

Boy they're Hot.
The Little Girl from Hackberry
observes that some men have only
(wo ambitions—blondes and brunettes.

Holidays.

Brighten up any Suit for Spring

Guaranteed to

be

Seen

and

Nearly

HEARD.

It use to be the hoop skirtnow it is the whoopee skirt
Apparently, whispers Bill Green,
Eve's daughters believe little more
in dress than Eve be-leaved.

MATCH UP YOUR CLOTHES

"How bitter a thing it is to look
into happiness through
another
man's eyes".—Shakespeare.

"I

Delicious and Refreshing
Historian eays ancient, women
used cosmetics 3'000 years ago—
and many ancient women still use
them.

PAUSE Am

NEXT

'Love is the Holy Ghost within;
Hate is the unpardonable sin,
Who preaches otherwise than this,
Betrays his master with a kiss."
—Longfellow

t

NEW

mxuxsn

CABINET
MEN
MEET
FOR PTRST TIME

The men chosen for next year's
Cabinet had their first meeting in
the Cabinet room of the "Y" Sunday night just after Vesper Service.
L. O. Clayton was in charge of the
meeting
However, after saying a
few words to the boys about his
hopes for their making next year's
work stand out as one of the most
profitable years possible; he turned
the meeting over to Mr. Cooper.
Mr. Cooper outlined the qualities
of a C cabinet member and the told
the men some of the things that
they would have to be willing +.o
commit themselves to in order to
become members of the Cabinet.
Among these were the following:
(1) Let YMCA work be the first of
your voluntary activities, (2) set
aside a time each day for prayer,
and (3) be wiling to help the meraberso of the cadet corps in every
way possible.
Mr.
Cooper said that in order
for a Cabinet to function properly
the committees would have to turn
monthly reports so that .these could
be filed and presented for inspection
if necessary.
Before closing themeeting, the
men joined hands and repeated the
Lord's prayer.
The men did this
as an oath that, with God's help,
they would try to act as nearly a
single unit as possible.

IT'S REALLY A SHAME
'?"]■■■£ TO INTERRUPT THE PROX.f FESSORS CHASE OF THE
V DIURNAL LEPIDOPTERA
■>' AND TURN THE BULL
ON HIM
BUT you
HAVE TO BLAME THE
ARTIST FOR THAT.

oVE*

8

Obviously, few of us have the
chance — or temerity — to make
matadors out of ourselves. But
even in the normal course of human events, there's nothing so
welcome as a refreshing pause.
Happily there's a soda fountain
or refreshment stand—with plenty
of ice-cold Coca-Cola ready —
around the corner from anywhere.
With its delicious taste and cool
after-sense of refreshment, it makes
a litde minute long enough for a
big rest.
The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga.

MILLION
A DAY
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
CD-5
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CLUBS AND SOCIETIES T

O. D. Padgett—That swell look-1
The flapper co-ed went up to
ing girl is dead from the neck up. I the young professor and said:
Pete Yarborough—Well, she cau " Prof, dear, what are my marks?"
bury her head in my arms any He put his arms around her and
.time!
whispered sweet little nothings in
her ear.
Pike's—Is your sister fat?
Peak—Is she fat! She had the
Parson—And what parables do
mumps three weeks before they you like best?
College Man—The one where
found out who was wrong with her.
everybody loafs and fishes.
Sympathetic Visitor—Isn't it hard
"Pug" Hallman—What's the difto think this poor cow was cut
down in its youth to satisfy our ference between a girl and a horse?
Bob Jones—I don't know.
appetites?
"Pug"—I'll bet you have some
Kadet on end of table—Yes, it
great dates!
is tough.
' Scotch" Cornwall (broke but
Porcher—Sir, I have an attachresourseful)—Peggy, do you know
ment for your daughter.
Old Man—Young man, when my the difference between riding in
daughter needs accessories l'l buy a street car and a taxi?
Peggy—I'm afraid I don't.
them for her.
"Scotch"—Then we may just as
He—I've never seen such dreamy well take a street car.
eyes.
Groaning and grieving
She—You've never stayed so late
Is Alonzo McNest
before.
He chose a Lucky Strike
In a blindfold test.
Visitor—And does tha.t nice little
cow give milk?
Big Ben—No, we sort of have to
take it away from her.

He—.1 love you, darling
She—Do you really?
He—I adore you.
She—Will you marry me?
He—Why change the subject?

First Medieval Cootie—It's no fun
living in a coat of armor.
Second Ancestral Insect—No, heaChisolm—.Why all the gloom?
ven help a feller on a Knight like
Isn't your girl coming up?
this.
Bill—Oh, she's coming up ail
right, but she can't even send a
Dr.
Taylor—Who was Oliver telegram without saying 'stop' after
Twist?
every sentence.
"Rock" Howard—Lon Chaney's
gym instructor.
Rambler—I had a date with
Helen last night.
Inqquisitive—No foolin'?
Red Cross Worker—You are a
Rambler—Oh, a little.
pauper.
Ragged—Hurray!
Is it a boy
Aesop said a good while ago:
or a girl?
Evon .though love is blind, a fellow
still has his sense of feeling.
BO—Move over closer to me.
SKEPO—Didn't I tell you I was
You're fat.
lady?
Well, in the best places, they say
BO—I don't care what you were. one is stout.
Well, in the best places you're

A. S. C. E.
Three professors and twenty-three
cadet members of the A. S. C. E.
had the pleasure, at the last meeting of the club, of hearing Prof.
Aull give one of the most interesting
and beneficial talks they have en
joyed this year.
Those members
who expect .to be connected with
work related to water supply were
especially interested in this talk.
As has been mentioned, Prof. Aull
took water supply systems for a
subject, the idea throughout being
the control of bacteria in the water.
He named some of the more familiar and important types and classes,
and gave the sections of the country
in which each prevails.
He also
gave some of the geological causes
of their existance and some of the
best known remedies. To substantiate these statements he gave several examples, one of which is of
particular interest to the public in
general. This was to the effect that
one northern city had reduced its
deaths due to water impurities from
one hundred per thousand population to five-tenths per thousand,
showing the benefits derived from
modern, scientific methods of puri
tying' water.
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FREE

TRAINING

SCHOOLS

Men who are selected to fill field positions with this Company have the advantage of thorough training in the principles and functions of insurance.
There MAY be a place for YOU in our organization after
graduation. Let's get .acquainted. Address
W. Caswell Ellis, Vice-President & Agency Manager

SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Organized 1905
O. O. MILPORD, President
Greenville, 8. O.
Old Line Life Insurance with low cost GUARANTEED—
Not Estimated
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PALMETTO
The Palmetto Literary Society
held its regular meeting on Thursday evening, March 15.
A discussion of business matters
opened the meeting. This was to
have
been followed by a debate,
but due to the absence of two of
the debators this part of the program was postponed until the last
JUST INSTALLED
of the meeting in order to prepare;
their debate. In the meantime Mr.
G. H. Wise gave an interesting and
We are now ready to give your car the same serwell rendered oration on ' The Road
vice
that it receives at the factory.
of Youth", and Mr. Burroughs followed with an instructive essay.
SINCLAIR GAS AND OIL—SILVERTOWN TIRES
This was followed by an impromptu
AND TUBES
talk by Mr. H. A. Clayton, who
CARS WASHED AND GREASED
chose as his subject "The Do Do".
A little spice arid merriment was
added by Mr. H. H. Horry with
Night Phone 83-J
Telephone 34-W
some good jokes. The delayed de,iaM«iM>^KmigigiwiHiasRimsiwr«iiaiKi^^
bate followed this. The affirmative
was upheld by Mr. F. J. Eison and
Mr. O. V. Johnson, and the points
of the negative were brought to
bear by Mr. R. F. Nally and Mr.
Compare the Promptness of our Shoe Work ;and Pressing with
O. W. Lloyd, who debated the
others
query. "Resolved, That Clemson
Look at your shoes. A man is low down when he is on his
should maintain an honor system."
uppers.
The judges returned the decision in
I always stand by the Tigers.
favor of the negative.
Now let your conscience be your guide.
The literary critic gave hip. report and the society was adjourned
TIGER PRESSING CLUB AND SHOE SHOP
by the president.
MBS. PEARL TAYLOR, Manager
<
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A NEW BRAKE-LINING MACHINE
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Old Boy—Did 1 get any mail,
Rat?
GENERAL ELECTRIC PICTURE
Where was the wedding tonight?
♦♦♦
Rat—Yeh.
Ha Ha! The joke's on you; that
One night recently the A. I. E.
Old Boy—Where from?
old man with .the gun was going E. gave the Junior and Senior enRat— Where do you think? The duck hunting.
gineers the privilege of seeing a GenPost Office.
eral Electric moving picture at the
The Voluteer Firemen's Choir will
Prof. Hodge—I certainly am leg- next sing: "She was only the land- Y. M. C. A on "The Automatic
Welding of Pipe Lines". This was
weary.
lady's daughter, but the roomers followed .by a well attended meeting
Hamp B.oyd—Been out walking? about her were false.
of the society at which interesting
Prof. Hodge—No, been looking
topics
of the day were presented.
at "Artists and Models".
Her sweet papa was a traffic cop,
The picture was a very instructive
so she used green lip-stick.
portrayal of the construction of a
Wife—Tomorrow is the tenth
pipe
about four feet in diameter,
anniversary of our wedding. Shall
Wonderful Set
from two pieces of sheet steel. The
I kill the turkey?
Little Percy—Our garage man has material for the pipe was shown go,
Husband—Why?
What did he
a fine radio set, mama.
ing through the process of rolling, fe
have to do with it?
Unsuspecting Mama—What makes beveling of the edges, spot welding
of the two halves of the pipes, and
Too—Do you approve of tight you think so, dear?
Litle Percy—Why I heard him say the seam welding of the half sctiona
skirts ?
Tight—Naw,
I
think
women that he would get hell when he went in a specially constructed casing
home tonight.
along the center of which were
should leave liquor alone.
Mary is just a good girl gone mounted numerous electric welding
arcs which automatically jjointed the
Mother—Were you at the hop wrong
Not at all. She's a bad girl found two semi-circles into a surprisingly
last night?
is.
Daughter—No, Mother, I broke out.
rugged pipe.
Then the pipe was
that shoulder strap playing tennis.
given a severe hydraulic test and
dipped into a well of hot compound
Ben—I certainly got a kick out
Adam—Eve! You've gone and of kissing you.
which served as a finish and a proput my dress suit in the salad
tection against corrosion.
Jen—Well I haven't any kick
again.
The picture gave everyone a very
coming.
clear idea as to the splendid gain
Warden—Why that sacred look
Let's take the short cut through over the older methods of pipe conon your face Isaiah?
struction in the field of speed and
the woods.
Isaiah (lookiug at ball chained to
No, Mother said I must get home economy. It also showed what one
his foot)—I'se been waitin' for dat before dark!
of America's most progressive engindere bomb to blow off all dis week.
eering companies is doing to utilize
You say she's dumb?
electricity to the greatest advantShe—You have no ambition.
Dumb? Why she thinks that a age.
It is hoped that other picHe—Maybe not, but you have to ■nan who acts like a gentleman is tures of this nature will be shown
admit I have desires.
one!
here in the near future.
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SERGEANT STEARNS'
HEADLESS BODY FOUND
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thirty.
They consisted of sandwiches, hot chocolate, all kinds of
fruit, peanuts, and candy.
After
these delicious refreshments, marshmallows were passer around, and
everyone found found fun in roasting them.
Thd party then garthered around
the cozy fire and talked and "pulled
jokes'.
In addition to the jokes
some good stunts were given. The
guests began departing at about ten.
thirty so that the boys could get
back to barracks in time for Taps.
Among those present at the reception were Misses Nellie McHugh,
Frances Simpson and Edith Mills,
and Messers Cooper, McGee, Fagg,
McLaurin, Kirchner, Hearn, Clayton
and Riddle.

out. ' Sap" Cochran lost his fight
to Gantt, middle weight. Stevens
and Cochran, lightweights, fought
four fancy rounds before Cochran
won a decision.
Referees were, Torchia for th*
first five bouts; Whitlock for the
following four tilts; and Torchia for
the final four fights. The judges
were Mulherin, Howard, Vincent, and
Joe Holman. Meetze and McMillan
acted as time keepers. Altogether
there were fourteen fights, with three
rounds, each of a minute and a
half.
The contest was run off
smoothly and quickly under the
guidanc of Captain Johnson.

ant evening, at the close of which
delightful refreshments were served
The freshmen boys at the Uniby Mrs. Sherman, assisted by Mrs.
versity of Hawaii are requqired to
Leroy Tucker and Mrs. E. J. Freecarry at least two brands of popuman.
lar cigarettes in an old sock, but
Body of Missing Sergeant the sock must be clean and white
LENTEN SERVICES
with no holes. The co-eds are reFound on Savannah River
Lenten
Service Friday night,
quired to wear grass skirts and gogMarch
2 2nd, at the Episcopal
gles, and instead of carrying cigThe headless body of Sergeant J. arettes, they must always have a
Church.
D. Stearns, Clemson college military good supply of jelly-beans.
Rev. M. S. Taylor, Christ Church,
attache who mysteriously disappearGreenville, the special preacher.
—Orange and White. (U- Tenn.)
ed last October, was found washed
Special Music, Mtrs. R. C. Topupon the Georgia bank of the Saping, Concert Soloist.
MY IDEAL WOMAN
vannah River at Gregg Shoals SunAll cadets cordially welcomed.
day afternoon by Clyde Gulley, ElBy a Man
bert County farmer.
Beginning Monday, March 24th,
The body was badly decomposed,
there will be a short Union Service
No, sir, she doesn't have to be
and investigators were unable to tell
PROF. SHERMAN ENTERTAINS
in the Methodist Church each night
whether the head had been mashed any mental prodigy—my ideal woENGINEERING FRATERNITY of that week.
The week before
or cut off.
man. She must know how .to dress,
Easter is generally termed Holy
Identification was established by but not in a manner that wil atThe Tau Beta Pi, honorary engin- Week, because it was the last week
a watch and papers bearing the tract undue atention. She doesn't
eering fraternity, was delightfully of the earthly life of Jesus, the
necessarily have to be beautiful, but
sergeant's name.
of
every
Christian
entertained at the home of Prof. Foundation
Sergeant Stearns disappeared from she must be the type that you can
Franklin Sherman on last Thursday Church. All cadets are urged to
Intramural boxing presented to evening. The entire membership of take advantage of these services.
Clemson shortly after he had re- look at for some time without
the cadets in the gym last Friday the local chapter enjoyed the pleas- They will start at seven-thirty.
turned from Fort Scriven, Ga., getting tired.
She must be adaptable, and should night a bunch of bang up fights. Unwhere he went for treatment Poor
health and the loss of his wife are be able to take care of herself in der the personal direction of Capsaid to have made him despondent various types of company. She must tain Johnson, these tilts are held
Mr. Gulley, who found the body be the type that can make almost primarily to build up Clemson athyesterday, expressed the opinion any man she likes believe he can letics. Last Friday's bouts offered
that Sergeant Stearns had drowned kiss her of he tries hard enough, ample proof of the fighting talent
OF
in the Seneca River near Clemson, but she must be unusually careful in barracks.
The bouts on a whole were packed
I would prefer,
and that high waters of the past whom she likes.
Two
few months had washed the corpse of course, that the chosen one be •with interest and punches.
knockouts
were
registered
when
myself.
She
must
be
good
enough
over Portman Shoals, dam on the
PRESENTS
Seneca into the Savannah river and to be good, and just bad enough Rowell, welter, K. O.'d his opponent
over the Gregg Shoals dam, where to make you believe she could be and Dowdle floored Bouknight. In
bad if she wanted to but doesn't the light-weight class, Alford with
it was discovered.
lefts to the body defeated Geraty in
The body was .taken to Elberton want to.
A MYSTERY COMEDY IN FOUR ACTS
My ideal woman should have the First Battalion finals. Taggart
Ga., pending instructions from rela
won
from
Hogarth
in
a
tilt
marked
ideals.
They
must
not
be
the
kind
tives.
MRS. BEN BLECKLEY, Directrix
of ideals she can go around talking with all known contortions. Both
about constantly, but the kind that fighters seemed adept at twisting
ORATORICAAD PRELIM.
ACT I
actually
stand out in her character their bodies in all directions. TagTO BE HELD APRIL
Living room of Mrs. Dore. Just before twilight on an evening
and which are not changeable with gart's victory marks him as the Sec(Continued from page 1)
her moods.
While speaking of ond Battalion champ. Further fights in the month of April.
moods,
the
ideal
woman in my con- in the First Battalion were in the
thousand words.
ACT II
ception
must
never
let her com- welter, the middle, and in the light
Each college of the association
weight classes. In the welter-weight
Same as Act I. A few minutes later.
has one man on the executive board panions know just the nature of
fights, Cannon H. F. defeated the
J. C. Galloway has the honor of be. that mood, but must try to be her
rushing Guyton.
Stubbs won over
ACT III
own
little
self
in
spite
of
adversity
ing Clemson's representative. He is
Fisher,
and
Ridlehubar
received the
Same as in previous acts. About 8:00 P. M.
an executive committeeman. By ro- or triumph.
As a student, my ideal woman judges' decision over Aull, L. F.
tating the different offices no one
ACT IV
does
not need to average ' A-plus", The latter bout went 4 rounds. Both
position can be held twice by a
Ridlehuber
and
Aull
mixed
it
in
the
as
About
9:00 P. M.
acts.
Same
in
previous
representative of the same college but should seldom let her average
clinches. Schomacher, middle-weight,
fall
below
a
"B,".
She
should
enwithin nine years. Thus, each colpunched out a win from Patterson,
lege will have a president once gage in student activities and take
CHARACTERS
at least an ostensible interest in floored and walloped with blows to
every nine years.
(In order of their first appearance)
the chin gave a fine exhxibition of
Being unable to compete in the sports, both for men and for women.
gameness by coming back strong in Andalusia Anderson, Mrs. Dore's hired girl
Mrs. Bleckley
She
should
be
mentally
awake.
state contest because of winning
''Jodie'' Hawkins
My ideal woman must be morally the last rounds to give as well as Will Belmount, Catherine's young brother
last year, Farr will speak in the
To be thus, I would be take. Next came the evening's clas- Tobias Toliver (Toby) An amateur detective __ ''Litte Slam'' Mathis
national contest on April 27. His sound.
Reeves, T. M., defeated Bill Mrs. Dore, owner and mistress of the house
disappointed
if she were a prude. I sic.
"Pinder'' Major
speech will be 'John Marshall and
Wray
after the latter
had been Carl Thomas, a young lawyer
''Whit'' Whitten
1he Constitution." We are all hop- would want her to be the kind of a
knocked out of the ring and after Catherine Belmont, a girl with an unwelcome suitor, -''Tootsie'' Mills
ing that he will have the best of girl who acknowledges her religious
four rounds of slugging. This was Philip Graham, who has rented the house
nature,
and
she
should
recognize
Cecil King
luck, for we know that he deserves
the
best bout of the match. In the Brad Buckhart, his friend, chief of the detective squad "Freddie" Rush
that there is a Supreme Power
it.
opening frame after he had strutted
which guides her very existence.
Celeste, Catherine's maid
"Frenchie" Felder
My ideal woman is an all-round around the ring, Reeves came in on
" Jule" Robertson
Mg of fte neiguborIlood I
girl. The kind of woman who can Wray with a rush. His blow caught Bella Walker, 1 Y
&
°&
["Racket" Partridge
be depended upon to be the mother Wray off balance and Bill went Annie Bloom J
''Freddie'' Rush
of my children, and not make those through the ropes. It took four Jenkins, a police detective
rounds
before
the
judges
decided
children a disgrace to myself, herTROUBADOURS
that Reeves won.
self and the race.
An Unusual Custom at Ohio
Fred
Ducker
W. D. Hodge
Oilver Lupo
In the middle-weight finals for
--—The Davidsonian.
State University
the Second Battalion S. T. McDowBLACK FACES
ell skillfully fought his way to a
MUSSOLINI's JOB
"Bill"
Campbell
"Bert" Martin
One bugle note stops the rush of
win over Megginson. McDowell was
ten thousand college students as
a
fast
and
clever
boxer.
Hit
footMussolini has a pretty good job.
Presented ~by special arrangement with T. S. Denison & Company
they hurry across the oval to the It has its disadvantages, of course, work was good. His punches were
next class in a building on another but it is a pretty good job. He is timed and executed with telling efpart of the campus. It is Wednes- Dictator. What he says goes. Or fects. Megginson got in some blows, mMm^^s^&^^s^sm^Mi^^Mmsws^ME^m^m^^'SMmm^msm^mm^MMm^^MS^
day at eleven o'clock and an Army 3lse .... I'd like to be a die- but the ducking, bobbing McDowell
bugler has stepped out into the ator for a while. I'd have persons eluded most of his swings.
oval from a point half way between who shout in picture shows shot at
The different weiglu bouts in the
University Hall and the rock monu. dawn. The same fate should await Third Battalion included two K. O.'s
YOU WEAR THEM—WE REPAIR THEM
ment in honor of the sons of Ohio persons who wear suspenders with- and some classy battles. All these
State University who gave their out coats. Those chewing gum in boys knew their mitts. This BatAll Work Guaranteed
lives in the great war.
public audibly, visibly and violently talion furnished the only heavyAt the first note of attention would get ninety-eight years.
I'd weight rout of the evening when
everyone on the campus stands at devise a special punishment for "Rat" Fleming won a slashing fight
attention and faces the bugle. Per those persons who tell "That's no over "Rat" Sharp. Both packed
sons in civilian clothing stand un- lady that's my wife" jokes—also hay-makers in each mitt and the de"Down Town"
covered while those in uniform iceman jokes.
cision was never certain until the
stand at the salute until ' Taps"
tilt had gone four rounds. Sharp
-—The Plainsman
has been sounded.
The blowing
during the course of the fight was
of "Taps" at eleven A. M. each SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
ENJOYS floored. But he bounded up to con. ♦♦♦♦:
Wednesday is the ceremony "ID
tinue the fight. Carter, W. J., deSOCIAL
KEEP THAT WELL GROOMED APPEARANCE
♦♦♦
their honor and to keep their memfeated Chalmers, feather-weight, afLast Friday evening the members ter the latter had been knocked
ory alive," for the one hundred and
HAIR CUTS
nine State boys who died in the ser- of the Sophomore Council enjoyed down. Rowell wrestled through his
SHAVES
one of the best socials of the year, bout with Bridgess, welter, to finalvice during the great war
At the last note of the bugle, as guests of Dr. and Mrs. Mills. ly scored a knockout.
MESSARGES
This fight
thirty-seven hundied R. O. T. C. The parlor was beautifully decorated and that between Dowdle, middlecadets, in the snappy blue uniform to best suit the occasion and the weight, and H. D. Bouknight were
of the Ohio State University Cadet guests, as they arrived were made the only bouts not decided by the
Corps, come down from the salute as comfortable as possible.
The judges' decision.
Dowdle knocked
which constitutes one of the few hour set for the gala occasion to out Bouknight although the latter
SLOAN'S ARCADE
BARRACKS NO. 1
remaining college traditions. .
begin was seven-thirty o'clock. Re- seemed to have the edge over his
—The Reserve Officer freshments were served at eight- opponent up until ne was knocked

INTRAMURAL BOXING
BOUTS HELD FRIDAY

The Dramatics Club
Clemson College

CTHE QHOST BIRD

THE MELTING POT
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SPORTS

Bailey, Sander, and a number of
others cannot rightfully be left off
the list of stars.
Those who participated in the
games are to be guests of the "Y"
sometime soon at which time some
recognition or special honors will
be made to the winners of thes??
fiery combats.
Freshman Company basketball is
to begin Monday with all Rats eligible, so get behind them, old boys,
and make them show their mettle.

Well, well! Heard that baseball? America's' National pasttime, has again gotten under way. And while the major
leagues, minor leagues, and gee wholikins how many other
leagues are starting, why shouldn't Clemson do the same? And
she has.
The Tigers jaunted forth from their lair for their initial appearance of the season last Saturday down in Augusta.
They were met in combat of the diamond by the world's' famous Baltimore Orioles and were defeated. But the score was
only 6 to 4. Mighty good Tigers! Keep it up. Hit 'em far and
frequent. The inter-collegiate baseball season is nearly on us
now and with such a showing against a team of class AA calibre we feel safe in predicting a most pleasant future for the
baseball squad from the Hills.
The swimming team lost to Carolina last Saturday 32 to 30,
but it wasn't Crutchfield's fault. He won first place! in three
distance events. And say, he's only a Sophomore. Watch
that boy go—He'll bear it.

many a tape—the winner.
Show- are being brought along slowly
ing up well on the hurdles is his practising mostly" on form. Oat of
running-mate, Lachicotte. At pres- the flock of would-be's should come
ent the pick of the pack in the long some top-notchers.
distance
group
are
Andrews,
Meets have been scheduled with
captain of cross-country, Newman, several teams in this state including
and Lineberger. There are others Furman and Carolina. Out of the
pushing well up to the front with state, N. C. State, Davidson, Florithese three. For the sprinters, Har- da, Tech Relays, and the Conference
vin, Green, Thompson, Hicks, Pol- meet will keep the cinder celebs
lard and Vance are among the busy until the State Track Meet at
numerous potential Paddocks. En- Clinton.
deavoring to fill the shoes of Ross
O'Dell are Adams, Ray and FerguHe—I'm half inclined to kiss you.
son. The long-limbed Cram of basShe—How stupid of me! I thought
ket-ball fame is out for the 440 yard
you were merely round-shouldered.!
dash. And he looks good. On the
—Ollapad
low hurdles are several cnadidates
with Hicks and Wise showing uj)
iMovie Producer—-I say, lady, your
as timber-toppers of the top class. child has no sex appeal.
Tiger cinder aspirants started
B,lakeney has the high hurdles
Doting Mother—Oh, that's all righi
limbering up some two weeks ago
down to a system. The field men I'll buy him one.
for the coming .track meets. Under
the guidance of Coach Carson the
candidates are rounding into shape
rapidly. For the first several days
conditioning has been1 the main
order of the day, but recently Coach
Carson has begun to stress form
and speed.
From now until the
Our work cannot be matched for
first meet, .the trackmen will indulge in a strenuous program to fit
DEPENDABILITY
and
DURABILITY
them for their various events.
Day and Night Service
Captain Blakeney appears fair on
the road to better his already enW. K. MOORE,
Manager
viable record in Southern track orDay 77-J
PHONES
Night 77-W
bits.
With his drive and vigor he
will lead his companions across

TRACK MEN ROUNDING
NTO GOOD FORM

COLLEGE GARAGE

fitiE]E]|gia«GlElE«MK^^

Haven't been able to get any straight dope on the track
squad yet, but Captain Blakeney assures me that the boys will
be there with colors flying when the season is ushered in.
The football squad is still indulging in light workouts each
afternoon. There seems to be one idea for these men—that of
fundamental principles—they get those now. But, oh baby
watch what they'll get next fall.
For the final attempt, Alumni, If you will, please send in
your All Time All Clemson selections for at present they seem
mighty slow in coming.
And now that all I can hear is, "What is the latest yarn
about Spring Holidays?", I close, hoping!
Davidson of Clemson third.
Smith of Clemson won first place
in the fancy diving contest, Gilland
of Carolina coming second ana
Pritchard of Carolina third.
Crutchfield of Clemson with a
Tigers Cop One More First time of 3.12 won first place in the
Place, However
220 yard event. Bull of Carolina
was second and Jarrard of Clemson
In their first meet of the year third.
The Clemson relay team comthe Clemson Aquatics lost to the
posed of Smith, Davidson, Vincent
swimming Roosters of the University of South Carolina.
The and Crutchfield nosed out the Carolina stars, Pritchard, Elliott, Hamwater fray was close, however, the
mond and Scholenburr.
Gamecocks collecting 32 points as
against 3 0 for Holtzy's protegees.
The Birds got off to an early lead
by winning first places in the first
few events on the card, but Clemson came back strong and had them
al hot and bothered near the end
of the contest. The Tiger swimmers
copped one more first place than 'D" Company Wins Championship of Corps
Carolina, but the Chicks made up
for it in second and third places.
Carolina won three firsts, five
On the afternoon of March 14,
seconds, and two third places, mak- the company basketball tournament
ing a total of 32 points. Clemson came to a close after a series of
garnered four firsts, one second, and hard battles with ' D" Company
four third places, giving a total of winning from "B" for the cham30 points. In all events except the pionship.
four man relay, first places counted
"H"Company struggled with its
5 points, second places 3 and third opponents until the doors to the
places 1.
tournament were open, but due to
Gasque of Carolina with a time the sickness of Bailey, their hard
of 22.4 won first place in the 40 fighting forward, they lost to ' D"
yard event.
Smith of Clemson by a lone two points.
"K" Comwas second and Scholenburr third. pany, no doubt would have gone
Elliott of Carolina with a time of further if their big wheel Jack
1.32 copped first place in the Pagan had not joined the
sick
100 yard breast stroke event. B,ull list, taking a main cog from their
of Carolina came second and Boze- machinery. The last three or four
man of Clemson third.
games were extremely close since
Hammond of Carolina with a "D" defeated both ' H" and "B" by
time of 1:28.5 won first place in only two points.
the hundred yard back stroke event.
In spite of Fagan's sickness, no
Pritchard of Carolina was second, other player scored as many points
and Vincent of Clemson was third.
as were registered on his scoreCrutchfield of Clemson won firs* board He was high point man with
place In the 100 yard free style 70 points in seven games, with Chilevent with a time of 1:08,5. Scho- ders of "B" Company close on his
lenburr of Carolina came second and heels with 69 points In ten games.

SWIMMING ROOSTERS
SUBMERGEJLEMSON

COMPANY BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT GEASES

..but a mosquito blocked the way
THE Panama Canal diggers had
engineering brains and money
aplenty. But they were blocked by the
malaria and yellow-fever bearing mosquitoes, which killed men by thousands.
Then Gorgas stamped out the mosquito. The fever was conquered. The
Canal was completed.
The importance of little things is recognized in the telephone industry too.

Effective service to the public is possible
only when every step from purchase of
raw material to the operator's "Number,
please" has been cared for.
This is work for men who can sense
the relations between seemingly unrelated factors, men with the vision to see
a possible mountain-barrier in a molehill— and with the resourcefulness
to surmount it.

BELL SYSTEM
A nation-wide system of inter-connecting telephones

"OUR

PIONEERING

WORK

HAS

JUST

BEGUN

